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Cubeflex is  a pioneer in developing 
re-engineered wood veneer by combining the 
natural  wood designs from a veneer and the 
durabil i ty  of  a laminate.  I t  was f irst  
launched in 2018 and has been gaining 
popularity  among interior designers,  
architects,  f i t-out contractors,  pr inters,  
corporate gi f t  suppl iers and other 
fabricators because i t  of fers both durabil i ty  
and wood aesthet ics and most people desire.

Wood designs are unl imited in range and 
color but only  the f inest  and best  are 
presented to our cl ients.  This is  the most 
environmentally  fr iends wood product that  
adheres to ISO 14000 standards in 
manufacturing process.

While this technical  sheet provides a quick 
guide to where and how to use,  i t  is  
non-exhaust ive and we would always 
recommend that  cl ients call  our salesperson 
or distr ibutors to f ind out more.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
All  information presented in this manual is  
given subject  to the current condit ion of  sale 
of  Cubeflex Products from Getz Bros & Co.  
(Singapore)  Pte Ltd.  This manual is  only  a 
general  guide to good pract ice and 
const i tutes no form of  warranty or 
representat ion as to f i tness for purpose in 
respect of  the products and processes 
described in i t .  Cubeflex is  engaged in a 
cont inuing program of  research and 
development and at  least  every twelve 
months users should check whether the 
inf irmation has been updated.
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COMPOSITION
Cubeflex Re-engineered Veneers are ready 
f inished product of  high density.

Cubeflex Re-engineered Veneers are made 
by impregnating engineered wood veneers 
with polymer resins cured under extreme 
heat and pressure.

The material  is  subsequently  layered over 
with a melamime f i lm to give high resistance 
to wear,  impact and staining.  The inherent 
nature of  wood al lows the f inished product 
to be f lexible and formable over round 
edges.

SHEET SIZE
Cubeflex Re-engineered veneer are 
commonly avai lable in a s ingle size of  4’  x  8’  
and is  only  0.4mm in thickness.

WEIGHT
As a general  guide,  Cubeflex Re-engineered 
Veneer weight 1 ki logram per sheet.
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GENERAL
Cubeflex Re-engineered Veneers are 
avai lable only  in super matte synchronized 
wood textured f inishes.  We bel ieve in 
retaining an organic wood look by preserving 
i t ’s  complex and random texture instead of  
force texturing l ike normal high pressure 
laminates.

The fact  that  Cubeflex is  100% wood 
material  al lows retent ion of  the same wood 
glow that  you get  from normal wood veneers.  
This surface material  is  also easier to clean 
and maintain,  as compared to the standard 
wood veneer lacquered surfaces.

Since i t  is  an undeniable wood product,  
inherent wood defects wil l  be found.  We wil l  
try  our best  to avoid such a si tuat ion.

CUSTOMISABLE
Cubeflex Re-engineered Veneers are 
customisable in i ts  patterns.  Make 3D 
patterns by making shapes and patterns with 
Cubeflex.  We have authorized wood art isanes 
who can make Cubeflex mult i faceted and 
creat ive.
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Cubeflex Re-engineered Veneers are produced to conform to EN428-3 and JIS 
Z2801:2010. The test are solely for the performance of Cubeflex Re-engineered 
Veneers in relation to their application.

To conform to these standards, Cubeflex Re-engineered Veneers are required to be 
tested for:

•     Resistance to surface wear
•     Resistance to impact
•     Resistance to scratching
•     Dimension stability at elevated temperature
•     Resistance to boiling water
•     Anti Microbial

•     Resistance to staining
•     Resistance to colour change in artificial light
•     Resistance to Water Vapour
•     Resistance to Blistering
•     Resistance to cracking under stress
•     Formability

Cubeflex Re-engineered Veneers are tested against common household items that 
would normally stain wood surfaces on kitchen cabinets or table tops.

The product easily meets the EN438-3 which specifies resistance to staining against 
common household liquids like coffee, shoe polish, nail polish, cleaning chemicals, 
bleaching agents, carbon.

P E R F O R M A N C E  S TA N D A R D S

R E S I S TA N C E  T O  C H E M I C A L S

No effect after 16 hours Acetone (nail polish and similar substance), coffee, chemical 
containing less than 25% sodium hydroxide like bleaching agents, 
chemicals containing less than 30% hydrogen peroxide like 
antiseptic lotion, products containing carbon black suspension.

Permanent staining or 
surface attack probable, 
requires immediate 
removal

Chemicals containing hydrochloric, sulphuric, nitric acids in 
concentrations greater than 10%.

Performance Chemical



DRY HEAT
Cubeflex can withstand surface temperature of up to 140°C (284°F) 
for a short period without surface or colour deterioration - 
although in some cases a slight loss of gloss or colour may occur - 
but continuous localised heat must be avoided.

The material should not be placed near equipment or anything 
with direct heat like open flames or stoves. As Cubeflex is made of 
100% wood material, it should only be used on peripherals to a 
kitchen like the cabinets and drawers.

RESISTANCE TO CIGARETTE BURNS
Cubeflex have a good resistance to damage by lighted cigarettes, 
and will normally only suffer a loss of gloss or browning without 
damaging the surface. However, direct contact with burning 
materials should be avoided.

RESISTANCE TO BOILING WATER
Cubeflex is resistant to steam and boiling water and is therefore 
ideal for applications where cleanliness and hygiene are important.

COLD
Cubeflex is unaffected by extremely dry cold and cold storage 
conditions.

T H E R M A L  P R O P E R T I E S



CUBEFLEX
Cubeflex Re-engineered Veneers do not easily scratch or chip and 
will withstand normal wear and tear, but should never be used as a 
cutting or chopping surface.

They will resist normal day to day usage that will outlast most normal 
wood veneers.

It can be kept clean with some mild detergent and water. Acetone 
can be used as a more aggresive cleaning agent to remove stubborn 
stains, in replacement for solvents containing methylated spirits.

After using any cleaning agent whether mild or aggressive, the 
cleaning agent should be thoroughly cleaned and removed with 
water.

Furniture polish used for lacquered wood surfaces should be avoided 
as it will fill up the textured surface of the material and cloud up the 
surface of the material.

Do not use scouring pads, wired brush or sand paper to clean or 
remove surface stains as it will scratch or damage the product.

In the event if a scratch mark is unavoidable, use dense polyurethane 
lacquer with a thin brush to cover the scratch marks. If the damage is 
larger than the size of a nail head, fill the gap with wood putty and 
cover it with polyurethane lacquer.

M A I N T E N A N C E  A N D  C L E A N I N G



Cubeflex Re-engineered Veneers are thin and handled by one person 
when transferring from pallet to pallet. Do not drag the product on 
the floor.

For small quantities of delivery, the product can be rolled up for easy 
transportation. Roll the veneer with the texture surface facing 
inwards and along the grain. You can roll up to fifty sheets for roll.

Pay careful attention when rolling up the veneers to avoid tears along 
the grain.

Cubeflex Re-engineered Veneers should be stored with each sheets 
facing upwards. The back of Cubeflex are smooth so it will not 
scratch or damage the piece underneath it.

Face the topmost sheet downwards and put a plywood matching the 
size of the sheet on top to protect it from any external damage as 
well as to keep the material flat.

Do not store the material in the standing position unless it has been 
mounted on to a substrate.

Cubeflex should always be kept in an enclosed dry store together 
with corresponding substrate materials, backing boards and 
adhesives, at a temperature not more than 40°C (104°F). The 
material should be allowed to stabilize and conditioned to the 
humidity level of the environment where it is to be installed.

Do not directly use the material after unstuffing. Allow the material 
3 to 4 days to climatized and adjust to the humidity levels of the 
environment. Similar care should be given to substrate materials.

H A N D L I N G

S T O R A G E  A N D  P R E - C O N D I T I O N I N G



Cubeflex Re-engineered Wood have a thickness of 0.4mm and must be supported by a 
suitable substrate that has the following qualities:

* As a rule of thumb, we only recommend cold pressing for 8 to 12 hours for better bonding. This is because hot press would dry the glue rapidly which causes 
bubbles to form due to trapped moisture. Cubeflex Re-engineered Veneer may be 100% wood but due to the coating it become non-porous.

S U B S T R AT E S  |  A D H E S I V E  |  L A M I N AT I O N

Substrate Resistant to
Warping

Smooth and Even
Surface

Dimensionally
Stability

Recommendation Adhesive

Plywood
BB/CC

Yes Yes

Not suitable to 
environments with 

high humidity

Yes
Not for the wet 
areas of interior 

spaces

No
Material absorbs 

moisture

Yes
Depends on the 

temperature variance 
of the interior space 

as aluminium 
expands and 

contracts at a high 
rate

Requires machine 
sanding to make 
smooth and even

The best substrate 
for humid climates

MCPU - Machine 
Lamination

Contact Adhesive - 
On site

MCPU - Machine 
Lamination

Contact Adhesive - 
On site

Hot Melt Adhesive

3M PSA double sided 
adhesive

Contact Adhesive - 
On site

3M PSA double sided 
adhesive

Contact Adhesive - 
On site

Melamine Urea

MCPU - Machine 
Lamination

MCPU - Machine 
Lamination

Suitable for places 
that require fire 

rating

Light weight 
substrate for 

cabinets
Not recommended 

for moist areas

Good substrate for 
cabinets

 Resistant to 
moisture

Only for printing jobs

Good for using as 
long strips intended 

for design

Good for wet areas 
like toilets

Requires machine 
sanding to make 
smooth and even

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

Depends on the 
rigidity of the 

cardboard, the 
more rigid the 

better

Yes
Depends on 

storage 
conditions and 
manufacturer

MDF/HDF 
Board

Particle 
Board

Block 
Board

Compact 
Board

Cardboard

Aluminium 
(oxidized 
surface)



Cubeflex Re-engineered Veneers can be used similar to how normal 
wood veneers are used for carpentry works.

TOOLS
Tools should always be well maintained. Ensure cutting tools have 
their cutting edge sharpened. The product does not crack like high 
pressure laminates but proper carpentry procedures should still be 
observed - e.g., holding down the board when cutting. Cubeflex can 
be easily cut with a pen knife or scissors, making it an ideal material 
for even amateurs.

FACING
Always ensure that the product is facing upwards when cutting, 
drilling, boring and more, to prevent the product from being 
scratched up by any foreign objects below.

EDGING
The product can be wrapped over rounded edges. The 
recommended radius is 25mm and above for pencil rounded edge, 
and this is to be used along the grain of the veneer. Use a small piece 
of Cubeflex before applying the rest of the area to test if it can fit 
onto the edge. To allow the product to wrap over smaller pencil 
rounds, make half cuts on the back of the product.

For square edges, mount a seperate piece as edging. Use a file to 
trim off the excess and sand the corners lightly. If you have over 
sanded, use wood markers that match the veneer to cover the 
blemishes.

REPAIRING
To repair scratches, use wood markers that match the material to 
cover the scratches.

For dents or holes, fill up with matching wood putty and seal the 
putty with thick lacquer.

CubeFlex Re-engineered Veneer does not require any varnishing or sanding.

W O O D W O R K I N G  G U I D E L I N E S


